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Automatic Ultrasonic Tie-on Mask 

Ear-Loop Welding Machine (SE-GW2016) 

Summary 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

The Automatic Ultrasonic Tie-on Mask Ear-Loop Welding Machine (another names: 

ultrasonic mask machine, medical mask machine, non-woven mask machine, disposable 

mask machine, mask making equipment) adopt ultrasonic welding method, equipped 

conveyer device, put the semi-product onto conveyer device, through pull tube Covered 

edge, use ultrasonic design roller welding, and cut off the band, and output the 

finished-product Only need one worker to put the semi-product onto the conveyer 

device, all the other actions finished by tie-on type mask making machine. 
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Technical Data 

Functions and Features 

 

 

 

Model SE- GW2016 

Voltage 220 V, 50/60 Hz 

Power 3kw 

Frequency 20K 2set of Ultrasonic System 

Size 1900˄L) X 730(W) X 1300(H) MM 

Weight 300KG 

Productivity 30-35pcs/min 

 

 

 

 Automatic counting can efficiently control the production efficiency and 

schedule. 

 Machine frame adopt alloy aluminum, beautiful shape and not rust. 

 Inverter control the production speed can be adjusted according to the 

request. 

 Pull tube feeding positioning is more accurate, it can control to a minimum 

width of raw materials and save cost. 

 Length control the length of product is controlled of uniform size, deviation ± 

1mm, it can effectively control the product length. 

 Adopt Taiwan ultrasonic system, Japan vibrator, and stable performance. 

 High degree of automation low requirement of worker, just need to put on 

the raw material to the machine and take out the finished. 

 Automatic Roller ultrasonic welding roller is made of high quality steel DC53, 

increasing the use life, and more durability. 
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Product Sample 
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